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Large metagenomic projects, such as Human Microbiome Project [1] or Tara Ocean Project [2], are be-
coming increasingly important for understanding life processes at the individual scale or at more global scales.
Therefore, serious efforts are put in funding projects, collecting DNA, sequencing, and analyzing the resulting
sequences. Comparative metagenomics is one of the most ubiquitous and informative of those analyzes. The
purpose is mainly to estimate proximity (or distance) between two or more environmental sites at the genomic
level. The comparisons are often based on identified species content. However, this approach is limited to se-
quences correctly assigned to known species documented in public biobanks, and this may correspond to small
fractions of the datasets, in particular for environmental samples such as sea water. This limitation motivated
the development of de novo comparison tools, such as Compareads [3] or Mash [4], based only on the non
assembled read set comparisons. Compareads was for instance successfully used for the first analyses of the
Tara Ocean data [5].
These reference-free methods share the use of k-mers as the fundamental unit used for comparing samples.
Actually, k-mers are a natural unit for comparing communities: (1) sufficiently long k-mers are usually specific
of a genome [6], (2) k-mer frequency is linearly related to genome’s abundance [7], (3) k-mer aggregates or-
ganisms with very similar k-mer composition (e.g. related strains from the same bacterial species) without need
for a classification of those organisms [8]. However, even if Compareads approach was designed to scale-up
to large metagenomic read sets, its use on data generated by large scale projects is turning into a bottleneck
in terms of time requirements. By contrast, Mash outperforms by far all other methods in terms of computa-
tional resource usage. However, this frugality comes at the expense of result quality and precision: the output
distances and Jaccard indexes do not take into account relative abundance information and are not computed
exactly due to k-mer sub-sampling. This is what motivated this work in which we propose a new de novo com-
parative metagenomic method, called Simka. Simka compares N metagenomic datasets based on their exact
k-mers counts. It computes a large collection of distances classically used in ecology to compare communities,
by replacing species counts by k-mer counts, for a large range of k-mer sizes, including large ones (up to 30).
Simka is, to our knowledge, the first method able to rapidly compute a full range of distances enabling the com-
parison of any number of datasets. Simka outperforms state-of-the-art read comparison methods in terms of
computational needs and result quality. For instance, Simka ran on 690 samples from the Human Microbiome
Project (HMP) (totalling 32 billion reads) in less than 10 hours and using no more than 70 GB RAM.
Simka works as follows. Firstly, the k-mer spectrum of each dataset is computed. The k-mer spectrum of
a dataset is the set of all its distinct k-mers associated with their abundance in the dataset. Secondly, k-mer
spectra are compared in a pairwise manner to compute their distance. This comparison process basically aims
at identifying which k-mers are shared by both spectra and which ones are not. It can be computationally very
expensive because each k-mer spectrum can contains millions to billions of distinct k-mers when k is large
(> 15). Moreover, the number of comparisons grows quadratically with the number of input datasets. To
tackle this issue, we have designed a new k-mer counting strategy of numerous datasets, called Multiset k-mer
Counting (MKC). MKC takes N datasets as input and provides an abundance vector for each distinct k-mer.
The abundance vector of a k-mer consists of its N counts in the N datasets. The abundance vector generation
by the MKC task is divided into two phases: (1) Sorting Count, (2) Merging Count. During the first step, the
k-mers of each dataset are counted independently. This is performed by sorting the k-mers in lexicographical
order. Distinct k-mers can thus be identified and their number of occurrences computed. This task can be very
efficiently performed by popular disk-based k-mer counting tool such as DSK [9] or KMC2 [10]. The resulting
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applied on the sorted k-mer spectra to directly generate abundance vectors. Given those abundance vectors, the
distances between each pair of datasets can be computed simultaneously. Interestingly, most of the ecological
distances are additive over the distinct k-mers, meaning that they can be iteratively updated one abundance
vector at a time. Once an abundance vector has been processed, there is thus no need to keep it on record,
allowing Simka to have a very low memory footprint.
One advantage of the overall Simka workflow is its high parallelism potential. During the sorting count
phase of the MKC, a first parallelism level is given by the independent counts of each dataset. N processes
can thus be run in parallel, each one dealing with a specific dataset. A second level is given by the fine grained
parallelism implemented in software such as DSK or KMC2 that intensively exploit today multicore processor
capabilities. As the number of distinct k-mers is generally huge, those tools separate the k-mers in P smaller
disjoint sets that can be counted independently and thus result in P k-mer spectrum chunks per dataset. During
its second step, the MKC exploit this partitionning to merge up to P k-mer spectrums chucks in parallel. Each
of these merge processes generates abundance vectors from which independent contribution to the distances
are computed. Since the distance computed by Simka are additive over the distinct k-mers, each contribution
is simply accumulated and the final distance is computed. Simka implementation is based on the GATB library
[11], a C++ library optimized to handle very large sets of k-mers. Simka is usable on standard computers and
has also been entirely parallelized for grid infrastructures made of hundred of nodes, and where each node
implements 8 or 16-core systems.
The quality of the distances computed by Simka were evaluated answering two questions. First, are they
similar to distances between read sets computed using other de novo approaches? Second, do they recover the
known biological structure of HMP samples? For the first evaluation, we show that Simka result are perfectly
well correlated with Compareads results. We go further in this evaluation by showing that Simka results are
highly correlated with costly but extremely accurate de novo comparison techniques relying on all-versus-all
sequence alignment strategy. For the second evaluation, Simka distances were compared to taxonomic distances
that are a traditional way of comparing metagenomic samples. Taxonomic distances are based on sequence
assignation to taxons by mapping to reference databases. To compare Simka to such traditional reference-
based methods, we used the HMP dataset. One advantage of this dataset is that it has been extensively studied,
in particular the microbial communities are relatively well represented in reference databases [1,12]. We show
that substituting k-mer counts by species counts gives admittedly different distances but that those distances are
biologically relevant as they capture the same underlying biological structure and lead to the same conclusions
as those based on taxonomic composition. In particular, Simka was able to retrieve two major biological results.
The first one is the segregation of the HMP datasets by body sites. The second one reveals that the organisation
of the gut samples is mainly driven by the relative abundances of three bacterial genera, known as enterotypes,
and characterized by the relative abundances of a few genera: Bacteroides, Prevotella and genera from the
Ruminococcaceae family. In contrast of Simka, Mash performed badly when considering HMP datasets per
body site since this tool can only take into account presence/absence information and not relative abundances.
As a matter of fact, differences in relative abundances are subtler signals that are often at the heart of interesting
biological insights in comparative genomics studies [13,14,15,16,17].
We introduced Simka, a new method for computing a collection of ecological distances, between many
large metagenomic datasets, based on their k-mer composition. This was made possible thanks to the Multiset
k-mer Counting algorithm (MKC), a new strategy that counts k-mers of numerous datasets with state-of-the-art
time, memory and disk performances.
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